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Abstract—To efficiently achieve complex humanoid loco-manipulation tasks in industrial contexts, we propose a combined vision-based tracker-localization interplay integrated as part of a task-space whole-body optimization control. To achieve good perception complementarity between manipulation and localization, a new fast dense 3D model-based tracking using wide-angle depth image is developed and used in conjunction with a simultaneous localization and mapping software. Our approach allows humanoid robots, targeted for industrial manufacturing, to manipulate and assemble large-scale objects while walking. It is assessed with experiments consisting in rolling and assembling in an unwinder a heavy and wide bobbin using bimanual grasping and bipedal locomotion at a time. This experimental use-case is found in some large-scale manufacturing where bobbins are enrolled with various materials (cables, papers, rubbers, etc.). The same experiments are made using two different humanoid robots of the same family.

Index Terms—Loco-manipulation, Manufacturing humanoids, vSLAM, 3D object tracking.

I. INTRODUCTION

Our recent results in humanoid automation for aircraft manufacturing [1] revealed that in large-scale industrial settings, reliably localizing both the robot within the shopfloor and the manipulated object w.r.t the robot is important to achieve closed-loop localization and visual servoing assem-bles. This is particularly challenging when the robot moves together with an object that it manipulates [2].

Nowadays, visual SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) proves to be a well-documented technology for robot localization at large, e.g., [3]. [4]. SLAM has very known shortcomings when the environment features moving objects, or is poorly textured, or contains confined spaces, or when an object obstructs permanently the acquired video stream [5]. As a first example leveraging the state-of-the-art, consider a humanoid robot driving a car [6]. The car appears in the field of view of the camera mounted on the head of the humanoid. In fact, it can even take a large portion of the image. In this case, the car is an outlier for the SLAM, which is operating to localize the car in the surrounding area, assuming the robot can localize itself inside the car. A similar example, that we tackle in this article, is a humanoid robot moving a large object through manipulation while walking (loco-manipulation). Here, the manipulated object is an outlier for the SLAM that localizes the robot in its environment. In brief, the images obtained from the robot’s embedded camera contains both the surrounding area and part of some outliers of interest, that are respectively the car and the manipulated object in the previous examples.
Ideally, the SLAM would automatically extract features from the image corresponding only to the environment map. When the outliers of interest are static w.r.t. the robot camera (i.e., they do not move in the image over time), a mask can be applied as in \cite{7} to ignore them from the image. Moreover, such a mask is easy to design in some non-static cases too, such as when the image outliers are limbs of the robot \cite{8}. Hence, when the outliers of interest move w.r.t. the camera frame, e.g., because the robot is not attached to the car or the manipulated objects are not attached to the robot, they need to be efficiently recognized and tracked to be ignored during the SLAM process \cite{9}.

In the previous examples we provide, it is important to track the car w.r.t. the camera frame for the robot to manipulate the car accessories to drive it. Similarly, it is also important to localize the object w.r.t. the camera frame for the robot to manipulate the SLAM process \cite{9}. In this case, current SLAM technology cannot be used to localize both the object and the robot. We also encountered in \cite{11} situations where the humanoid evolves in a narrow and confined space, where SLAM can fail because of the lack of textures.

The challenge that has not been considered in humanoid loco-manipulation, is to allow humanoid robots to use the image acquired by its embedded camera for both locating itself w.r.t. its surrounding and locating the manipulated objects or systems that move w.r.t. the robot. Moreover, since such objects are close to the sight of the robot and within its reach, they can take a large part of the image compared to the surrounding environment. In this case, wide-angle cameras are the best sensors for both visual SLAM and visual tracking.

Numerous camera-vision-based tracking and localization algorithms work quite well using various classical cameras such as Asus Xtion Pro Live or Microsoft Kinect (see a benchmark study in \cite{27}). With the recent release of the Microsoft Azure Kinect camera, existing visual tracking, and associated datasets became obsolete as they do not apply straightforwardly; it has a new kind of Time-of-Flight (ToF) depth sensor measuring depths in a wide-angle \cite{10}. To our best knowledge, other existing wide-angle depth images are estimated from stereo fisheye cameras \cite{11}, e.g., IntelReaSense T265 \cite{12}.

We propose a new fast dense tracker for large objects pose estimation while manipulated by the robot that works with a wide-angle depth camera. This tracker is used concurrently with robot localization based on RTAB-Map \cite{15} SLAM applied to the color-depth stream of the camera. Our approach allows localizing the robot in its environment and, at the same time, tracking an object (or several) while being manipulated, both during locomotion. If a trackable object is not moving and its position known w.r.t. the environment, the dense tracker can also be used to localize the robot \cite{14}. This allows extending the closed-loop task-space \texttt{mc_rtc} controller \cite{15,16} to whole-body loco-manipulation tasks. We have performed experiments with two large objects, the hardest being inspired by a real industrial use-case we are investigating, and assess our approach with two different humanoid robots.

II. RELATED WORK

We provide a brief overview of a few existing works related to the main components we are using: whole-body loco-manipulation, vSLAM and visual tracking.

A. Whole-body loco-manipulation

Loco-manipulation is a cross-topic between locomotion and manipulation where a robot has to interact and move its base at a time \cite{17}. Loco-manipulation is challenging in terms of balance of both the robot base and the object \cite{2}. For example, \cite{18} uses a mobile base robot PR-2 to manipulate a cart in an indoor environment; it has to follow a predefined path in a 2D map while slightly turning the cart in narrow passageways. A single grasping sequence allows manipulating the cart. In \cite{19}, the humanoid robot HRP-2 is operating a wheelchair which pose is obtained from visual tracking. The robot follows instructions such as “Go Forward/Backward”, and “Turn Right/Left” provided by the wheelchair user. In \cite{20}, simulations of NAO exhibit human-like motion to grasp an object by starting the grasping sequence while finishing to walk toward that object. This is obtained by extending a locomotion framework to a tasks overlapping framework. In \cite{21}, the authors proposed a method to generate a plan of locomotion and manipulation primitives. In \cite{22}, a whole-body kinematics approach to manipulate and move carts and wheelbarrows in diverse scenarios with a humanoid robot is presented; it is focused on forward motion. In \cite{23}, the humanoid HRP-5P realizes a plasterboard installation in an autonomous way; it relies on perception and accomplishes different motions such as grasping the plasterboard, locomotion toward the installation place and plasterboard’s manipulation to fix it to a wall. In \cite{24} a new planning loco-manipulation multi-contact tasks is proposed based on graph search and reachability maps; it is followed in \cite{25} with a stabilization strategy for humanoid robots to perform under sustained forces applied on the object to be manipulated while walking. The loco-manipulation assumes the object is initially already grasped.

In this article, we leverage \cite{25} for the whole-body loco-manipulation, enlarging its scope to situations where the humanoid does not already hold the object to manipulate from the start. To deal with such situations, works such as \cite{22,19,21} have shown that visual pose estimation of the object to be manipulated can be considered to provide momentary feedback for object grasping. But beyond object pose estimation and tracking in the robot’s egocentric frame, the robot needs to localize the object within its environment to accurately reach a target location for the manipulated object.

B. Visual SLAM

Many SLAM variants have been proposed exploiting various sensors as lidars, sonars, inertial measurement units (IMU), or cameras \cite{26}. The use of a camera as a single (or main) sensor is called visual SLAM (vSLAM in short) \cite{27}. The standard pipeline of vSLAM consists of three main components \cite{28}: (i) camera pose tracking, (ii) scene mapping, and (iii) loop closing. Once the scene is mapped, the map can be reused for localization-only, see e.g., \cite{11}. vSLAM systems have been made for various types of cameras, ranging from the most conventional in seminal vSLAM works \cite{29,30}, to stereo vision \cite{31}, panoramic \cite{32}, 360 \cite{33} and active RGB-D \cite{34,35,36,37} vision. It was recently shown that
the use of an RGB-D camera leads to highest precision for both mapping at scale and localization stages when the visual information is made of sparse feature points [7]. The precision of camera pose tracking is even increased when considering dense direct information, i.e., pixel brightness [38]. It is at the price of a tighter basin of convergence. This is not a problem if the camera velocity is bounded w.r.t its acquisition frame-rate, the RGB and Depth streams are synchronized, and the camera calibration is accurate [28], [39].

We consider the dense and direct RGB-D vSLAM known as Real-Time Appearance-Based Mapping (or RTAB-Map in short) [13] because it is reliable and convenient as it has largely been evaluated by the research community and it is available open-source [1]. Indeed, RTAB-Map has recently been used with humanoid robots such as Pepper [40] and HRP-2Kai [41].

C. 3D visual tracking

It is challenging to make a fair coverage of the rich literature in robotic visual tracking. The works are diverse and some are optimized for different types of the many kinds of cameras that are nowadays available. We report however few recent works that are close to our circle of interest.

1) With a wide-angle camera: In [42], [43], a 3D model-based approach is proposed to track an object, relying on geometrical features such as lines, within panoramic images. Thanks to their wide field-of-view (FoV), panoramic cameras capture large parts of big objects (even buildings) within a single image. But these geometrical approaches, known to be computationally frugal, tend to lose track in case of fast motion due to motion blur. With an omnidirectional camera, a mobile robot is localized within roads modeled as a color point cloud by using image intensities [44]. While this method is accurate, it requires computing a 3D rendering at each step of the optimization making it computationally expensive, and it is tailored for textured objects or environments.

As we want our robots to concurrently manipulate or localize themselves to any objects, even textureless, these methods do not fulfill our requirements.

2) With an RGB-D camera: The use of RGB-D cameras is nowadays banal, the depth has the advantage of sensing many details on textureless objects w.r.t to their material, allowing efficient 3D model-based tracking [45], [46], [47]. Furthermore, the captured geometrical information close to the geometry of an object 3D model makes such a camera easy to use within robot manipulation applications [48], [49].

In this article, we use an RGB-D camera with a wide-angle depth frame to combine the best of both types. Although the previous off-the-shelf algorithms cannot directly be used, they have inspired our work significantly. Indeed, they all rely on depth frames captured with no distortions or so little compared to an almost hemispherical field-of-view that frames can be undistorted easily without impacting the resolution and thus run the same algorithms. The wide-angle depth capture needed in this work implies to track the 3D object in the captured frame featuring strong distortions for an accurate pose estimate in real-time, hence to adapt the tracking algorithm.

Fig. 2: Vision-based loco-manipulation architecture. Block colors are: brown for the hardware, blue for the control framework, green for vision, orange for data. The tracking module takes as input the manipulated objects and robot models once and camera depth data continuously; it outputs the objects of interest poses for the control framework (if the object is static in the scene it can be used to localize the robot). The tracking outputs also a mask to cancel moving parts of the image keeping only the static surrounding parts to input the vSLAM. The latter is initialized by the enriched map obtained off-line and also takes as input the robot IMU and camera RGB data continuously; it outputs the camera pose to localize the robot. The control framework manages all inputs and outputs for successful operation realization. It takes mainly robot states and sensors, poses and generates commands to the robot and manages the tracking and vSLAM.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF VISION-BASED LOCO-MANIPULATION

We introduce the architecture (Fig. 2), and its four components, used to achieve autonomous loco-manipulation of large-scale objects with a humanoid robot: (i) a humanoid robot (we experimented two different ones), (ii) our task-space optimization control framework, (iii) a vSLAM, and (iv) our object tracking that we detail later in Section IV. In addition, these components rely on three inputs in terms of data: (i) a robot model (URDF file), (ii) an object model (3D CAD model), and (iii) an enriched map explained in Section III-C.

A. Humanoid robot

The requirements for the humanoid robot are mainly twofold: manipulation capabilities, in addition to bipedal locomotion, and embedded vision sensor. Manipulation of large-scale objects requires: (i) grasping tools suitable to the tasks in an industrial context, (ii) force sensor at each end-effector, and (iii) an embedded IMU. To implement the manipulation of large-scale objects, our framework leverages [25] that achieve dynamic balance under sustained or varying external forces applied on the manipulated object (see Sec. III-B). For the visual perception (vSLAM and tracking), the robot relies on

1The vSLAM system we used in [1] has been acquired by Apple and is not open anymore.
a unique camera. Because of the constraints inherent to the handling of large objects that do not have a rich texture and because of their closeness to the robot, an RGB-D camera with a wide-angle depth sensor is the best solution. The wide-angle depth-image is used by object tracking while the RGB and rectified depth images are used by vSLAM.

B. Task-space optimization control framework

Our controller is based on the open-source mc_rtc open-source framework [50], [15]. It is a task-space optimization controller formulated as a weighted quadratic program (QP) with a full user-friendly development environment, i.e., many examples and tutorials for complex controllers use-cases with bridges and interfaces to main existing robotic simulators, QP solvers, logging tools, robotic models computations, etc.

At the level of task planning, current and next humanoid robot’s actions are decided during the manipulation of an object in order for it to reach pre-defined waypoints (intermediate goals) in the environment. The map prebuilt with vSLAM contains the objects’ targets (e.g., automaton systems or deposit spots, etc.). This map can be converted to a point-cloud that can be used for 3D registration of the targets. At the end of the registration, we have the targets’ poses within the map. Our experience in aircraft manufacturing highlighted execution robustness when the control is made directly in the vSLAM map space. Waypoints are defined only one time per environment, and are dynamically re-computed when the prebuilt map is used. The use of waypoints reflects in fact one time rules and practices defined in industries. In the environment where to go through or to be and how. Of course a full planning without waypoints, or automatically generated waypoints are both possible. But to obey safety constraints and practices, it is highly recommended to leave the definition of waypoints to the operator’s responsibility.

In practice no new waypoints are generated during an experiment. By design, the robot should not move far away from the waypoints. The next action is computed as to reduce the error between the object and the current targeted waypoint. If the rotation part of the error is greater than some pre-defined tolerance (industry defined), the next action is to reduce this angle; i.e., to re-align the object with the waypoint. If the translation part of the error is greater than some pre-defined threshold, the next action is to reduce the distance; i.e., to move forward (or backward) the object.

In most of the use-cases an action is pre-defined among a set of the following task templates (with explicit labels): Walk, WalkRelative, GraspObject, ReleaseObject and MoveObject. All these actions rely on outputs from both vSLAM and object tracking components.

The Walk action allows the robot moving with free grippers. It relies on vSLAM or visual tracking for estimating robot’s state to dynamically re-compute next footsteps toward the desired destination using predefined or computed path.

The WalkRelative action aligns the robot w.r.t. the object either while or without manipulating it. This alignment depends on the triplet robot, object, next action to perform and can be manually pre-defined or planned. As the object is

![Image](https://jrl-umi3218.github.io/mc_rtc)

![Image](https://jrl-umi3218.github.io/mc_rtc)
experiments of this paper, the control framework relies solely on the visual estimated information and force sensing to make decisions based on: (i) robot’s localization within vSLAM map or based on visual tracking; (ii) current target waypoint expressed within vSLAM map; (iii) object localization w.r.t. the robot using embedded tracking; and (iv) force sensors data in the feet and grippers.

C. Enriched vSLAM map

1) Offline map enrichment: As mentioned previously, our work focuses on closed-environments of manufacturing industries. The surrounding main buildings and manufacturing implements, such as automation machines, are known and have low instant appearance variability. Therefore, we can use vSLAM in two distinct steps [1]: (i) the creation of the environment map, and (ii) the use of this map to localize the robot. The map creation is done by manually handling the camera (the same model as the one embedded on the robot) in the environment. The map is a 3D point cloud representing the ground and the surroundings of the robot start pose and of the object start and targeted poses. The ground is the horizontal plane that is registered with the map. It is used within the presented framework (Sec. III-B) to compute the desired footsteps. The robot start pose does not have to be set accurately because the robot is able to localize itself within the map at the beginning of the deployment. When the manipulated object must reach accurately a pose defined with respect to an industrial machine, as in our most challenging experiments where the loco-manipulation of a large object must end by inserting the object in a machine (see Sec. VI-D and VI-C), we first perform the 3D registration of the machine 3D model with the 3D point cloud of the map. By doing so, the object targeted pose is straightforwardly transformed from the industrial machine coordinate system to the one of the map, together with a pre-defined set of waypoints (e.g., approach waypoint). They define the path to follow by the manipulated object in the coordinate system of the map. We call an enriched map the union of a map, pre-defined waypoints and pre-registered poses.

2) Online temporary map enrichment: The humanoid robot uses the enriched map for vSLAM-based localization within the environment. However, the estimated pose is not always accurate when vSLAM is used in localization only mode. Actually, the latter localization relies on the map structure made of keyframes. Despite computationally efficient, such localization scheme is only accurate from similar viewpoints than those the camera had during the map creation. To counterbalance this drawback, the vSLAM-based localization can run with the mapping mode to continuously add information to the existing map. This is the dual idea of [4] where previous maps are used to improve the current localization while mapping, whereas is our work, we propose to map while localizing with respect to a previous map. The difference is subtle but effective and since [4] could observe an improvement of the localization accuracy in their case, we expect an improvement too.

However, mapping while manipulating the large object adds parts of it to the map several times because the manipulated object is obviously in the camera field-of-view. This creates artifacts in the map, resulting in poor localization robustness. To solve this issue and keep the localization accuracy by mapping while localizing within a pre-built map, we combine the visual tracking of the object with the vSLAM to hide the manipulated object to the vSLAM process. Hiding the object for vSLAM is done by dynamically masking it, since its location in every captured image is known from online tracking. Hence, the environment map is also enriched online safely during loco-manipulation to ensure the accuracy. But, contrary to the offline enrichment, the online enrichment is forgotten once the manipulated object reaches the targeted location in order to keep a lightweight memory of the working environment. The results of this approach are discussed with comparisons in Sec. VI-B.

IV. OBJECT TRACKING

Robot localization from vSLAM is not enough to grasp and move an object to a desired pose. The estimation of the manipulated object is required to meet at least two needs: (i) determining the next action by the planning/control
framework, and (ii) to achieve object manipulation and re-grasping sequence, robustly, during the action. In this section, we discuss our approach for object tracking based on virtual visual servoing [31]. Figure 3 illustrates the process flow from the captured and rendered input depth frames to the output optimal pose that aligns the best the rendered object (right of Fig. 3 gray object) to the captured data (right of Fig. 3 colorful point cloud).

Define the transformation between object \( o \) and camera \( c \),

\[
\hat{c}\mathbf{T}_o = \begin{pmatrix} \hat{c}\mathbf{R}_o & \hat{c}\mathbf{t}_o \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \in \text{SE}(3),
\]

with \( \hat{c}\mathbf{R}_o \in \text{SO}(3) \) is the rotation component, and \( \hat{c}\mathbf{t}_o \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) is the translation component. The goal of the tracking process is to estimate \( \hat{c}\mathbf{T}_o \) at any time \( t \). During loco-manipulation, both the manipulated object and the camera move but to estimate their relative transformation, one can either estimate updates of the object pose with respect to the camera or, dually, updates of the camera pose with respect to the object. Without loss of generality we consider the latter, leading to writing the dependence to \( t \) by \( \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \), so that:

\[
\hat{c}_t\mathbf{T}_o = \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \quad (2)
\]

where \( \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \) is the estimated object pose at time \( t-1 \). Thus, for each captured wide-angle depth-image \( D_t^o \), \( \hat{c}_t\mathbf{T}_{c_{t-1}} \) is the solution of an optimization problem aligning (or registering) the wide-angle depth-image \( D_t \) of the 3D object, rendered with \( \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \), to the desired \( D_t^* \).

First, the captured wide-angle depth-image \( D_t^o \) is obtained at time \( t \). \( D_t^o(u) \in \mathbb{R}_+ \) is the depth measure in mm, and \( u = (u, v)^T \in U \subset \mathbb{R}_+^2 \) is the pixel coordinates in the wide-angle depth-image domain \( U \). When nothing is captured within the range of the wide-angle depth sensor, or when \( D_t^o(u) \) is not defined in \( U \) because the wide-angle depth-image is an ellipse in a square image, or due to some material properties, \( D_t^o \) is depthless at \( u \) (see Fig. 3 top row, Depth column). This is coded as \( D_t^o(u) = 0 \).

Second, the other wide-angle depth-image \( D_t^c \) is obtained from the object 3D CAD model \( o \) rendered from a virtual camera pose \( \hat{c}\mathbf{T}_o = \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \). In order to have \( D_t^c \) comparable with \( D_t^o \), the projection function \( \hat{\Phi} \) (projection and distortion models [32]) of the virtual camera \( \hat{c}\mathbf{T}_o \) uses the intrinsic parameters of the actual Depth camera (see Fig. 3 bottom row, Depth column). Indeed, one of the main novelty of this work is to run the data association stage in the captured image plane, featuring strong distortions, contrary to the previous works that undistort the captured depth image as a prior. This key difference prevents (i) a strong decrease of the resolution at the center of the image (where a manipulated object is usually) due to the undistortion process, if the output image resolution is the same as the input one, and (ii) a strong increase of the image resolution, if avoiding a decrease of resolution at the image center, due to the very large field-of-view. The former (i) would obviously decrease the accuracy of the pose estimation, a major issue for further grasping stage, whereas (ii) would increase the processing time due to a larger amount of pixels to process.

But the high distortions inherent to the wide-angle image imply using a high resolution mesh for the object 3D CAD model to obtain \( D_t^c \) without geometric artefacts. Indeed, with such distortions a scene straight line appears as a curve in the image. Hence, the 3D CAD model of the object, which has been designed classically with the least number of faces and vertices, is subdivided off-line. The increased density of vertices and faces in the 3D mesh enables the deformation of its projection in the image plane according to the distortion parameters of the camera.

We can reasonably assume the inter-frame motion is not large between two successive acquisitions of \( D_t^c \) because the object is manipulated by the robot that straightforwardly imposes a dynamics suitable to verify this assumption. But in order to extend the fast data association of the projective Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [33] to wide-angle depth-images the alignment algorithm considers multi-scale pyramids, toward a very computationally efficient implementation compared to searching at each iteration for closest neighbors in 3D space. \( D_t^c \) itself is represented as a multi-scale pyramid noted \( P_{D_t^c} \), but we also compute the multi-scale pyramid \( P_{V_t^c} \) of the 3D vertices by back-projecting \( D_t^c \) thanks to the intrinsic parameters of the camera as well as \( P_{N_t} \), the multi-scale pyramid of the normals to the object surface at each 3D vertex. Figure 3 top row, Multi-scale pyramids (Depth, Vertices and Normals) illustrates these three multi-scale pyramids. As \( D_t^c \) is obtained using the parameters of the projection and the distortion models that apply to \( D_t^c \), the multi-scale pyramids \( P_{D_t^c}, P_{V_t^c}, P_{N_t} \), are computed similarly but from \( D_t^c \). One must note that for both \( P_{N_t} \) and \( P_{N_t^*} \), the normals are computed from the vertices in \( P_{V_t^c} \) and \( P_{V_t^c} \), instead of using normals that could come from the object 3D CAD model (as in [34]). By doing so, we easily enforce corresponding normals \( N_t^* \) and \( N_t \) to point toward the same direction.

The alignment optimization process runs iteratively from the coarsest to the finest pyramid level and relies on dense depth pixel-to-pixel correspondences \( (u, \hat{u}) \), \( \hat{u} \in \mathbb{R}_+^2 \) being the corresponding pixel in \( P_{D_t^c} \) of \( u \), noted \( P_{D_t^c}(u) \). To obtain the correspondences, the current guess \( \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \) of the transformation matrix to align \( P_{D_t^c} \) to \( P_{D_t^c} \), first transforms each vertex \( P_{V_t^c}(u) \) observed at coordinates \( u \in U \) in the depth-image \( P_{D_t^c} \). Then, each transformed vertex is projected at \( \hat{u} = \hat{\Phi} \left( \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o P_{V_t^c}(u) \right) \) in \( P_{D_t^c} \).

But because the captured depth-image may suffer of depthless pixels and we want to avoid mismatches, not all corresponding pairs \( (u, \hat{u}) \) are considered to solve the optimization problem. Only the subset \( \Omega \subseteq U \) of pixel coordinates \( u \) is considered, following these criteria:

\[
\Omega = \left\{ u \in U : D_t^c(u) > 0 \text{, and } \|\hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o P_{V_t^c}(u) - P_{V_t^c}(\hat{u})\|_2 \leq \delta_d, \right. \quad (3) \\
\left. \text{and } \|\hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o P_{N_t}(u) - P_{N_t^*}(\hat{u})\|_2 \leq \delta_n \right\}
\]

where \( \hat{\Phi} \) is the rotation part of \( \hat{c}_{t-1}\mathbf{T}_o \), \( \delta_d \) is a threshold in meter and \( \delta_n \) is a threshold in radian, experimentally chosen as the best trade-off maximizing the number of pixels \( u \) considered in \( \Omega \) while rejecting outliers that should not be considered in the energy to minimize.

---

\(^3\)Subdividing a mesh is very classical, here done with Blender’s (https://www.blender.org) built-in subdivide operation preserving the original shape.
The optimization process for alignment is expressed leveraging the point-plane metric \cite{55} as the following energy:

\[
E(\hat{T}_{t-1}) = \sum_{u \in \Omega} ||(c^T \hat{T}_{t-1} \mathbf{P}_V(u) - \mathbf{P}_V(\hat{u}))^T \mathbf{P}_N(\hat{u})||^2,
\]

\hspace{1cm} (4)

to be minimized exploiting the Cholesky decomposition \cite{54}.

At convergence, the tracking returns \(\hat{T}_o\), which is the estimated pose of the manipulated large-scale object w.r.t. the robot embedded camera frame.

The tracking is integrated as a component of the control framework so as to estimate \(\hat{T}_o\), the object pose w.r.t. the environment using \(\hat{T}_o\), and the camera pose in the environment map \(\hat{T}_c\), with vSLAM (see Sec. \textbf{III-C}). Yet, recall that obtaining reliable \(\hat{T}_o\) estimates requires a mask computed from the object 3D model projected from pose \(\hat{T}_o\) in the captured depth-image, so that vSLAM ignores the manipulated object. We do not create a mask per se but we basically set \(D_u(\hat{u}) = 0\) if \(u \in S\); where \(S\) is the set of pixels belonging to the object on the camera plane after the projection step.

Then we rectify \(D\) to match the RGB frame intrinsic properties. Finally, we give as inputs this rectified depth and the RGB frames to the vSLAM that considers a pixel from depth and RGB frames only if the depth information exists.

For the robot motion planning and control, \(\hat{T}_o\) is transformed to ensure physical constraints depending on the object type. For instance, for both the bobbin and wheelbarrow objects considered in the loco-manipulation demonstrations of this article (see Sec. \textbf{V}), \(\hat{T}_o\) is transformed such that the object rolling axis is horizontal.

\section{Experimental Setup}

We assess our approach through experiments using two different Kawada Robotics humanoid robots: HRP-2KAI and HRP-5P in wheelbarrow (Fig. \ref{fig:wheelbarrow2}) and bobbin loco-manipulation (Fig. \ref{fig:wheelbarrow} and \ref{fig:bobbin}) use-cases. We used a commercially available wheelbarrow of size 170 \(\times\) 68 \(\times\) 66 cm. Its weight is approximately 12 kg and its 3D CAD model is shown in Fig \ref{fig:wheelbarrow}. The bobbin is a rolling object of 133 cm diameter, thick of 40 cm, found in many large-scale manufacturing industries and contains rolled-up materials of different kind, such as cables or bands, and are generally heavy (those we study weigh approximately 140 kg). Figure \ref{fig:wheelbarrow} shows the CAD model of the bobbin that is rather ideal compared to the used bobbin in experiments: it has been used for years in a plant, thus it is deformed here and there. Interestingly, this fact will show the robustness of the tracker described in Sec. \textbf{IV}.

The other thresholds of our approach are those to decide if the manipulated object is facing or has reached a waypoint: \(\Delta_d\) and \(\Delta_\theta\) (see Sec. \textbf{III-B}). They are set to \(\Delta_d = 0.12\) m and \(\Delta_\theta = 10^\circ\), if the next object motion task is of the same type as the current (e.g., a succession of \texttt{StraightObject forward}) or \(\Delta_d = 0.08\) m and \(\Delta_\theta = 7.5^\circ\), if the next task is different (e.g., \texttt{StraightObject followed by TurnObjectFacing}). Again, the latter values are empirically set but once for all the experiments reported in the article. Having two pairs of \((\Delta_d, \Delta_\theta)\) reveals sufficient to

Fig. 5: 3D model of the bobbin, a simplified unwinder and a wheelbarrow. The bobbin and unwinder (real and models) are provided by an industrial partner.

https://github.com/mp3guy/ICPCUDA
avoid unnecessarily switches between object straight and turn motions.

RTAB-Map is the vSLAM used with the originality to feed it with images from which the manipulated object is dynamically hidden. We created a map of the experimental environment, an indoor laboratory, prior to running the experiments. We also performed the registration of the unwinder, w.r.t. which the target and approach poses are defined, within the latter map to obtain the enriched map (Sec. III).

With these elements we performed various experiments to assess our approach that we discuss together with the obtained results in the next section. A multi-media video attached to this article synthesizes these experiments.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we will discuss the experimental results concerning the object-tracking, the vSLAM, and the wheelbarrow and bobbin manipulations use-cases by the humanoid robots HRP-2KAI and HRP-5P.

A. Visual tracking experiments

Our tracker is a carefully implemented adaptation of the projective ICP to wide-angle depth images directly. Since the seminal projective ICP has been extensively evaluated [54], this section mainly focuses on assessing qualitatively our visual tracking approach in its ability to track an object in three different situations.

The first use-case is from aircraft manufacturing applications. A humanoid shall access a confined textureless mock-up where all vSLAM we tried failed to localize the robot [1]. Figure 6a shows four excerpts of our tracking in a sequence where the camera starts out of the mock-up and goes inside the mock-up. The tracking is successful as shown by the alignements of the 3D model projection in the depth frame (Fig. 6a, 4th row) with the captured depth image (Fig. 6a, 3rd row). In this setup, the estimated pose provides in fact an estimation of the robot localization within the mock-up.

Second, we assess the tracking of another static object in the environment: the unwinder (Fig. 6b). Contrary to the previous use-case, the camera moves around the object that is smaller and composed of thinner metallic bars comparing to the plates of the aircraft mock-up. Though smaller than the unwinder, the wheelbarrow is also successfully tracked too (Fig. 6c).

Third, the hardest case is considered: tracking a manipulated object while the camera is moving with the robot. Contrary to the tracking of static objects, this case features motion in images that combines both object and camera motions. Moreover, the most challenging object to track in our collection of use-cases is the bobbin as it must be manipulated to make it roll by using alternatively the left and the right hands that partially occlude the bobbin edges. Despite these challenges, the tracking is successful for quite a long sequence in our 5 m experimental space (Fig. 6d).

Fig. 6: Rows in (a-d): 1st, captured RGB images; 2nd, 3D model at optimal poses rendered in the RGB image frame (not used for tracking); 3rd, captured wide-angle depth frames; 4th, computed depth-images of the 3D model at optimal poses.
Because of its fast computation for a single object, our tracker can also be run several times in parallel to track several objects in the captured depth-images. Yet, the maximum number of objects depends on the computation time used for each object; which is itself depending on the tracker implementation (see Sec. V). As an example, Fig. 8 shows a snapshot of the successful simultaneous tracking of the manipulated bobbin and the static unwinder, from a record of an experiment done with HRP-5P (detailed in Sec. VI-D).

However, being able to track the unwinder is not enough to perform bobbin loco-manipulation experiments: the unwinder is not always in the FoV nor in the range of the camera depth sensor. Thus, it’s known pose in the enriched map for the vSLAM is necessary, and actually will reveal sufficient to successfully achieve the bobbin insertion in the unwinder.

B. vSLAM

During a bobbin loco-manipulation experiment we recorded data from the camera and performed the analysis a posteriori. First, we applied the vSLAM in localization mode only. As in this case the estimation heavily depends of the keyframes existing in the map, the estimated position is noisy when the current camera is far from the keyframes of the map (Fig. 7a), thus impacting the accuracy of robot pose estimation. This confirms the motivation of the strategy of mapping while localizing in a pre-built map (see Sec. III-C2).

But in our challenging case of localization while manipulating, the basic activation of mapping while localizing w.r.t. the pre-built map leads to the addition of parts of the manipulated object to the map (Fig. 7b), which is undesirable and leads to erroneous camera pose estimation: see the jump in estimated position around 175 s at the bottom of Fig. 7b whereas the true camera does not jump at all, and the 0.5 m drift in estimated Z translation from 125 s to 150 s whereas the camera remains at a constant altitude in that period of time.

Finally, the result of the manipulated object tracking is used to ignore its corresponding part in the RGB-D data (Fig. 9b) set as input of the vSLAM achieving the mapping while localizing w.r.t. to a pre-built map. This time, the final map is not erroneous and does not include any part of the manipulated object (Fig. 7c). As a positive side effect, the final map is also much denser. We do not exploit this characteristics further but the main result is the estimated positions are much smoother, without drift nor sudden jump as Fig. 7c (bottom) shows.

This result highlights the contribution on the visual perception in this work and validates the combined visual tracking and SLAM process to localize the robot in its environment while the object is loco-manipulated toward its target pose.

C. Experiments with HRP-2KAI humanoid

1) Loco-manipulation of wheelbarrow: The HRP-2KAI humanoid robot is set to manipulate a wheelbarrow. In this experiment, the operator uses mc_rtc’s Graphical User Interface to program high level actions for the mission. First, the operator selects WalkRelative to make the robot walk to the wheelbarrow grasping pose by means of visual tracking, see Fig. 10a. Then, the user added the GraspObject task...
for the robot to grasp the wheelbarrow with its grippers and
and lift it up followed by the wheelbarrow loco-manipulation.
The result of this action is shown in Fig. 10(b). Once the
robot lifts the wheelbarrow, successive MoveObject actions
move forward of 0.5 m, turn the wheelbarrow in place of 30°
and then move forward by 0.5 m are given; see Fig. 10(c), and
the accompanying video. HRP-2KAI successfully brings the
wheelbarrow to the operator chosen targets.

2) Loco-manipulation of a bobbin: In the bobbin loco-
manipulation case, several waypoints were pre-defined thus
MoveObject actions are automatically triggered without any
operator input. We describe in depth the results obtained
with HRP-2KAI for the loco-manipulation of the bobbin
(Fig. 11). Target grasping poses of the bobbin are pre-
defined in its own frame in-between spokes. During the loco-
manipulation, due to the bobbin inertia and friction with the
ground, there is a possibility that it did not reach the desired
pose computed for the MoveObject action (Sec. III). Object
visual tracking compensates for this discrepancy by providing
the object configuration w.r.t. the robot. Thus, the closest
grasping pose target is obtained straightforwardly to feed the
GraspObject action. In the experiment reported in Fig. 11,
as for many other trials, HRP-2KAI did not miss any grasp.

Figure 12 shows the align angle between the bobbin main
axis and the waypoint one. The MoveObject actions are
illustrated in Fig. 12 for HRP-2KAI experiment: red areas
(top) correspond to the forward action while the blue ones to
the turn action. Around 280 s, the estimated distance (thanks
to the object-tracking and vSLAM) between the bobbin and
the waypoint falls below the pre-defined threshold \( \Delta_d \) (see
Sec. III-B and V) for the first waypoint. At 295 s, during
15 s where the object is not moving, the robot performs
WalkRelative action to a pre-defined pose w.r.t. the object.
Meanwhile, the estimated angle between the object and the
waypoint shrinks –indeed the robot is turning the object.

In order to turn the object, due to its kinematics, HRP-2KAI
has to stand on the side of the bobbin to swing its center of
mass (CoM) during the action. In addition, HRP-2KAI lowers
its CoM during that swing in order to avoid stretching the leg
to a kinematic limit. During these motions, the visual tracking
does not fail despite big changes of the camera viewpoint close
to the (big) bobbin, so does the vSLAM.

For any types of MoveObject actions, the monitored
value (angle or distance) reduces up to a flat part (e.g.,
around 240 s). During this time, the robot is performing a
re-grasping sequence or it is walking relatively to the object.

Thus, the bobbin is not moving, which is correctly estimated
(see the nearly flat red curve at 240 s in Fig. 12).

The last waypoint is in the middle of the unwinder, thus
around 450 s (i.e., by the end of the experiment) the bobbin
is within the unwinder as shown in Figure 11(b).

The angle shown in Fig. 13 corresponds to the facing angle.
Recall it is the angle between the bobbin forward axis and the
waypoint position (see Sec. III-B). As the distance between the
object and the waypoint reduces (during the forward action),
the bobbin-waypoint vector becomes more and more sensitive
to estimation noise. Around 275 s in Fig. 13, when the bobbin
is close to the waypoint, the framework monitors the angle to
align the bobbin w.r.t. the waypoint. Once it is done, at 320 s
the bobbin is within the thresholds for the distance \( \Delta_d \) (see
Fig. 12) and for the facing angle \( \Delta_\theta \) (see Fig. 13). Hence, the

Figure 10: HRP-2KAI’s experiment moving the wheelbarrow.

Fig. 9: (a) is the input to object tracking and (b) is the output
rectified masked depth for vSLAM

Fig. 11: Motion actions for the HRP-2KAI bobbin experiment.
framework switches to the next forward action. Around 350 s, the facing angle is moving away the threshold; it happens during the forward action itself. This correctly estimated the true drift which is due to the imperfect bobbin that has been used in a plant for years. So, it appears that the bobbin is within the threshold distance, and the framework decides (again) to align the object with the waypoint.

By repeating these steps, illustrated in Fig. [11] HRP-2KAI can successfully bring the bobbin within the unwinder, without ramming into it, and from different initial locations, hence highlighting the high efficiency of the whole loco-manipulation process, from the visual tracking to the motion control (recall the lateral tolerance is ±5 cm and the orientation tolerance is ±4°, see Sec. V).

D. Experiment with the HRP-5P humanoid

HRP-5P is an updated version of HRP-2KAI that can be torque- or high-gain kinematic controlled. The reason behind putting additional effort in trying the same experiment with another humanoid are twofold: (i) assess the portability of our control strategy and our framework, (ii) have insight through comparative hardware on the hardware resilience requirements. Indeed, none of HRP-2KAI and HRP-5P has been designed to drive bobbins because they are general purpose robots. However, HRP-5P is designed to be deployed in large construction sites [57] and could reveal interesting in industrial tasks at shipyards, airplane factory or for dismantling nuclear power plants. Compared to HRP-2KAI, HRP-5P comes with additional degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) in the waist and in each arm; it has more freedom in its motions and it is closer in emulating human motions. In addition, on average, HRP-5P is two times more powerful than HRP-2KAI, i.e., it has more joint power to weight ratio.

Both robots have similar walking capabilities; however for the WalkRelative action, thanks to being taller and having longer arms, HRP-5P can stand further away from the bobbin. For StraightObject, by using only one arm HRP-5P can move the bobbin much further compared to HRP-2KAI (about 63.8 cm for HRP-5P vs. 28.4 cm for HRP-2KAI) and hence reducing the number of re-grasping sequence needed.

During TurnObjectFacing/Align, HRP-5P does not have to walk on the lateral side before initiating the action thanks to its additional DoFs and power (e.g., the additional DoF of the waist allows the Center of Mass to swing). This reduces the number of footsteps and time needed between the MoveObject transitions, so the behavior of HRP-5P is actually less challenging for the visual tracking than HRP-2KAI’s. Also, during the bobbin rotation on the spot, HRP-5P’s foot that is in contact with the ground does not slide as much as the one of HRP-2KAI; it reduces the number of time the robot has to re-align itself with the bobbin by executing the WalkRelative action. Hence, the error between the expected bobbin rotation and the rotation achieved during one action is smaller with HRP-5P than with HRP-2KAI.

All these differences between the two robots lead HRP-5P to achieve the whole loco-manipulation experiment, from the robot startup to the end of the ReleaseObject action after fully inserting the bobbin in the unwinder, in less than half the time duration required by HRP-2KAI (3’15” for HRP-5P vs. 8’32” for HRP-2KAI for their fastest runs) to achieve the same experiment (only the start poses of the robot and the bobbin are of course not exactly the same). As for HRP-2KAI, during the whole experiment shown in Fig. [14] HRP-5P did not miss a grasp thanks to the object-tracking and successfully bring the bobbin inside the unwinder.

VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss limitations and possible failures together with further research ideas to increase the performance of similar complex set-ups.

A. Limitations and failures

Regarding limitations, all experiments and developments have been made considering flat terrains. This is because all the manufacturing use-cases we are tackling have flat shopfloors. In terms of perception, i.e., vSLAM and visual tracking, and also in terms of whole-body control (i.e., mc_rtc) there
is no major issue that prohibits their use in uneven terrains. However, the planning in [24], [25] has to be thoroughly revisited. As another shortcoming previously mentioned in Sec. III-B the waypoints are defined by the operators, however we may consider automatic generation (of milestones) waypoints (i.e., by following encoded safety rules or practices) that the operator can confirm or discard or edit at will. As for now, the planning framework is agnostic to human workers that may populate the shop-floor and no reactive strategy is implemented yet. Finally, the walking is not continuous but stops between every action. We explain in Section VII-B how we are planning to deal with this limitation.

Failures in the mission execution can occur in the case of: (i) a bad offline map recording, (ii) a bad registration of the target in the map, (iii) a wrong estimation within the map, (iv) noises in the visual estimation or (v) a bad choice in the thresholds $\Delta_d$ and $\Delta_\theta$ to validate a successful waypoint reach. (i) and (ii) can even be related: due to (i) the unwinder mapping can be very partial, thus preventing an accurate registration of the unwinder 3D model to the pre-built map, hence leading to a poor enriched map. Furthermore, (i) and (iii) can also be related: when the robot starts at an initial pose around which the environment wasn’t sufficiently mapped, the risk is to start creating online a new map instead of enriching (temporarily) the pre-built map.

An experimental solution to (i), (ii) and (iii) would be a very careful initial mapping (to make the pre-built map) around the robot start poses and of the unwinder: as the accompanying video shows, many other trials we conducted are successful.

More generally speaking, one can overcome (i), (ii) and (iii) by making several offline map recordings that can be run concurrently to have a stochastic estimate for the localization and registration. The best way to overcome (iv) is to duplicate the cameras and run parallel thread visual tracking. More importantly one can rely on the close-chain kinematics at contact to correct noises in the visual estimation.

**B. Toward higher performances**

As shown in the accompanying videos, the experiments are relatively slow w.r.t. human performances. In the HRP-5P’s bobbin rolling experiments, each re-grasping takes roughly 4 s; during that time the bobbin is static. There are 21 changes of the gripper’s configuration: in total, 1min24s (21s×4) is spent only for regrasping. In brief, the regrasping takes 33% of the time of the experiment. In order to increase the execution speed, the following issues must be considered:

- The nature and disposition of the grippers is one of the sources of slowness. One needs to design appropriate robot grippers (and even the arm itself) to be able, for example, to slide on the bobbin handles while performing the loco-manipulation. We are designing a new gripper to be mounted with an orientation that lowers the unusual postures observed for the arms;

- Impacts are another limiting factor. Indeed, in order to proceed faster the robot shall be able to make contact with non-zero relative velocities, which we are prohibiting for the time being. Our recent results [58] allow extensions to our whole body control to handle impacts, yet it still has to be integrated to the mc_rtc framework.

- Lack of whole body preview: our task-space QP controller is local and hence agnostic to task-induced dynamics in future iterations (except for walking). Therefore, in order to go faster a flavor of model prediction shall be integrated to the whole-body controller.

**VIII. Conclusion**

In this paper, we presented a complete methodology that enables humanoid robots to operate and manipulate large-scale objects (e.g., a wheelbarrow and a bobbin), relying solely on its embedded sensors. The presented architecture has successfully demonstrated its capability to be precise enough to loco-manipulating a rolling bobbin following the requirements of a representative use-case provided by industries.

The success of our experiments relies on the improved vSLAM-based robot localization thanks to a dynamic masking of the large object manipulated by the humanoid. This also validates the interest of the recently introduced wide-angle depth, to track large-scale objects. Our future works aim at exploiting it fully for vSLAM too, as it is currently relying on rectified depth image.

Dense vSLAM turns to be very useful to align accurately the CAD model of industrial machines (e.g., the unwinder in which bobbins are inserted or removed, thus straightforwardly transferring insertion and approach poses of the bobbin, defined with respect to the unwinder by default). In future works,
close to targets poses and waypoints could be automatically suggested to operators based on dense map data to scale from an environment of a workshop size to the entire factory.

On the more industrial side, our future efforts are also focused on (i) a complete unwinding task that requires tracking and manipulating deformable or flexible materials (namely those rolled around the bobbins), (ii) to accelerate, up to reaching human speed, both loco-manipulation use-cases, and (iii) dealing with the limitations stated in Section VII. It is only by tackling such issues that humanoid robots will reach the maturity for real-industry deployment perspectives.
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